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Cable Technicians Misclassified as Independent Contractors 

 

 

 

Technicians who installed and repaired cable, Internet and digital phone services were employees, not

independent contractors, according to the 11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals. 

The company controlled what jobs the technicians did, how much they were paid, how many hours they

worked, their daily work schedules and whether they could work for others, the court noted in reaching its

conclusion.

The classification of individuals as either employees or independent contractors has significant business as

well as legal implications because overtime and minimum-wage protections of the Fair Labor Standards Act

(FLSA) apply only to employees.

Current and former technicians of a service contractor for a cable company brought a collective action

alleging that they were misclassified as independent contractors and were thus entitled to protections under

the FLSA. The district court granted the defendant’s motion for summary judgment, holding that the

technicians were independent contractors and, as such, not entitled to overtime and minimum-wage

protections.

On appeal, the 11th Circuit reversed and held that the technicians were in fact employees. To determine

whether an individual falls into the category of an employee or an independent contractor, courts examine all

the facts and circumstances to assess whether the person is economically dependent on the alleged

employer.

The court applied the following six-factor test to analyze whether the technicians were dependent on the

defendant: 1) the nature and degree of the company’s control of the manner in which the technicians

performed work; 2) the technicians’ opportunity for profit or loss depending on their managerial skill; 3) the

technicians’ investment in equipment or employment of workers; 4) whether the service rendered required a

special skill; 5) the degree of permanency and duration of the working relationship; and 6) the extent to which

the service rendered was an integral part of the defendant’s business.

In applying these factors to the facts of the case, the court determined that the technicians exerted very little

control over their own work. They were unable to reject assignments and were required to work six days a

week. The defendant also required technicians to attend training and quality-control meetings and to routinely

communicate with dispatch. In addition, the company imposed disciplinary chargebacks on technicians who

failed to meet work specifications.

The court also held that the technicians had no opportunity to profit based on their managerial skill. Although

technicians could earn more if they became more efficient and completed more work orders, the court held

that this efficiency had little to do with managerial skill but mainly with technical proficiency.

The technicians did invest in their own equipment, but the court found that this factor favored an independent-

contractor determination only slightly because the technicians purchased their equipment directly from the

defendant. What’s more, the court held that the fourth factor of the test, possessing a special skill, also

favored an independent-contractor determination—but again, only slightly, because the defendant provided

most technicians with their training.

The court determined that most technicians worked for the defendant for an average of five years and, in

reality, could not work for other companies. As such, the fifth factor of permanency and duration favored a

finding of an employment relationship. The court also held that the final factor favored a finding that the

technicians were employees, as technician services were an integral part of the defendant’s business.

Weighing all the factors, the court ruled that the technicians were employees under the FLSA and that the

district court erred in granting summary judgment to the defendant.

Scantland v. Jeffrey Knight Inc., 11th Cir., No. 12-12614 (July 16, 2013).

Professional Pointer: This case illustrates the danger and potential liability in classifying employees as

independent contractors when they do not demonstrate sufficient economic independence. 

Emily G. Camastra is an attorney at Swerdlow Florence Sanchez Swerdlow & Wimmer, the Worklaw®

Network member firm in Beverly Hills, Calif.  
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